Mack’s Lure® Spinners
HummBait® Hybrid Spinner
Fat Shad

Smelt

2” body

To Order: 800-525-8737
Side view

Minnow

2” body

1 3/8” body

HummBait® Hybrid Spinner
The HummBait’s® revolutionary design has proven extremely successful in catching all kinds of gamefish by allowing
the use of numerous time-proven fishing presentations all with one lure. You can tip it with a plastic or your favorite
bait. Buzz it, or skip it across the surface like a fleeing baitfish. Troll it fast or at the slowest of speeds. Cast & then do an
erratic retrieve. Slow roll it through deep water, or vertical jig it and watch it spin on the fall. There is no wrong way to
fish a HummBait®!
The pros say presentation speed, as well as the color and size of the lure are all important aspects of successful fishing
that you can control. So make sure you have a variety of sizes and colors in your tackle box. To avoid possible line twist
use a ball bearing swivel or a beaded chain swivel.
MINNOW
SMELT
FAT SHAD
For additional tips from the pros go to www.mackslure.com and
remember - there is no wrong way to fish a HummBait®!
 Allows multiple presentations and is effective on all gamefish.
 A realistic baitfish silhouette appears as it spins for greater attraction.
 Each revolution causes bite-enticing vibration and sound.
 Tail design provides increased snag resistance.

COLOR
Chartreuse
White
Black/Blue
Flame Red
Gold
Silver
Fire Tiger
Flo Pink

1/16 OZ. 1/8 OZ.
#6 HOOK
77100 77150
77101 77151
77102 77152
77103 77153
77104 77154
77105 77155
77106 77156
77107 77157

77100

77103

77106

77101

77104

77107

77102

77105

FRESHWATER

SALTWATER

1/4 OZ. 3/8 OZ.
1/2 OZ.
#2 HOOK
#1/0 HOOK
77200 77250
77300
77201 77251
77301
77202 77252
77302
77203 77253
77303
77204 77254
77304
77205 77255
77305
77206 77256
77306
77207 77257
77307
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